Abstract: RNA secondary structure in untranslated and protein coding regions has been shown to play an important role in regulatory processes and the viral replication cycle. While structures in non-coding regions have been investigated extensively, a thorough overview of the structural repertoire of protein coding mRNAs, especially for viruses, is lacking. Secondary structure prediction of large molecules, such as long mRNAs remains a challenging task, as the contingent of structures a sequence can theoretically fold into grows exponentially with sequence length. We applied a structure prediction pipeline to Viral Orthologous Groups that first identifies the local boundaries of potentially structured regions and subsequently predicts their functional importance. Using this procedure, the orthologous groups were split into structurally homogenous subgroups, which we call subVOGs. This is the first compilation of potentially functional conserved RNA structures in viral coding regions, covering the complete RefSeq viral database. We were able to recover structural elements from previous studies and discovered a variety of novel structured regions. The subVOGs are available through our web resource RNASIV (RNA structure in viruses).
Introduction
Secondary structures formed in single-stranded mRNA molecules through complementary self-interactions, both in the untranslated (UTR) and coding (CDS) regions of mRNAs, have been implicated in a variety of regulatory functions [1] . For example, riboswitches modulate gene expression through conformational changes in response to various stimuli [2] . Translation initiation, elongation, and termination as well as translation efficiency depend on higher order mRNA secondary structures in non-coding regions [3, 4] . CDS hairpins have also been suggested to play a role in the regulation of translation [5] , in particular by causing ribosomal stalling and modulating translational efficiency [6] . The relationship between mRNA structure in the CDS and gene expression has been demonstrated both computationally and experimentally [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In particular, reduced mRNA stability near the start codon has been observed in a wide range of species, probably as a mechanism to facilitate ribosome Assemblies containing inconsistently annotated or completely unannotated polyproteins were identified based on the manually curated information provided by ViralZone [32] and excluded from consideration. Phage and non-phage protein sequences were clustered into phage and non-phage preVOGs, using the NCBI's COG software package with all default settings.
For all phage and non-phage preVOGs, multiple sequence alignments were constructed with Clustal Omega v1.2.4 [33] and used to build HMM-profiles using HMMer 3 [34] . The profiles were subsequently aligned against each other, using HHalign from the HHsuite toolkit [35] . The number of aligned HMM columns was used as an alignment score. All scores for alignments with HHalign probability >85, HHalign e-Value < 10 −5 , and more than 70% of aligned columns between the query and the match HMM were stored as an all-against-all matrix. This matrix was clustered into 21,200 VOGs, using the MCL (Markov Clustering) method [36] . Based on the manual inspection of the homogeneity of the protein function descriptions in the resulting clusters, we selected the inflation value of 2.0 for the MCL clustering. For all VOG member proteins, we determined the closest homolog in the UniProt database [37] from BLAST [38] hits with E-values better than 10 −5 and a minimal query coverage of 90%. Functional descriptions of VOGs were automatically derived based on the most frequent protein description found in the UniProt entries or, if not available, in the RefSeq annotation [31] . The complete VOG dataset, which was used in this study, and supplementary files are available for download at http://vogdb.org.
Mapping VOG Sequences to Specific Hosts
We used Virus-Host DB [39] to assign host information to VOG proteins. For 20757 VOGs, we were able to map all contained sequences to a specific host, while 428 VOGs contain proteins from at least one viral species for which we could not find host annotation. Most VOGs include viruses infecting hosts from only one domain of life, i.e., bacteria (~72%), eukaryotes (~22%), or archaea (4%), while only 2% of VOGs are taxonomically mixed ( Figure 1 ). Only 12 VOGs contain viruses that infect hosts from all three domains of life. The VOG sizes range from 15 proteins of 12 distinct species, up to 265 proteins belonging to 261 different species (on average, 104 proteins from 95 different species). These VOGs mostly harbor highly conserved core enzymes of double-stranded DNA viruses, such as kinases, ligases, methylases, helicases, hydrolases, and synthases [40] . The other two VOGs additionally contain proteins from viruses belonging to the order of Caudovirales, which belong to the bacteriophages, which are not classified as double-stranded DNA viruses, according to the NCBI taxonomy. We excluded from consideration 15 VOGs containing satellite viruses infecting other viruses. identified based on the manually curated information provided by ViralZone [32] and excluded from consideration. Phage and non-phage protein sequences were clustered into phage and non-phage preVOGs, using the NCBI's COG software package with all default settings. For all phage and non-phage preVOGs, multiple sequence alignments were constructed with Clustal Omega v1.2.4 [33] and used to build HMM-profiles using HMMer 3 [34] . The profiles were subsequently aligned against each other, using HHalign from the HHsuite toolkit [35] . The number of aligned HMM columns was used as an alignment score. All scores for alignments with HHalign probability >85, HHalign e-Value < 10 −5 , and more than 70% of aligned columns between the query and the match HMM were stored as an all-against-all matrix. This matrix was clustered into 21,200 VOGs, using the MCL (Markov Clustering) method [36] . Based on the manual inspection of the homogeneity of the protein function descriptions in the resulting clusters, we selected the inflation value of 2.0 for the MCL clustering. For all VOG member proteins, we determined the closest homolog in the UniProt database [37] from BLAST [38] hits with E-values better than 10 −5 and a minimal query coverage of 90%. Functional descriptions of VOGs were automatically derived based on the most frequent protein description found in the UniProt entries or, if not available, in the RefSeq annotation [31] . The complete VOG dataset, which was used in this study, and supplementary files are available for download at http://vogdb.org.
We used Virus-Host DB [39] to assign host information to VOG proteins. For 20757 VOGs, we were able to map all contained sequences to a specific host, while 428 VOGs contain proteins from at least one viral species for which we could not find host annotation. Most VOGs include viruses infecting hosts from only one domain of life, i.e., bacteria (~72%), eukaryotes (~22%), or archaea (4%), while only 2% of VOGs are taxonomically mixed (Figure 1 ). Only 12 VOGs contain viruses that infect hosts from all three domains of life. The VOG sizes range from 15 proteins of 12 distinct species, up to 265 proteins belonging to 261 different species (on average, 104 proteins from 95 different species). These VOGs mostly harbor highly conserved core enzymes of double-stranded DNA viruses, such as kinases, ligases, methylases, helicases, hydrolases, and synthases [40] . The other two VOGs additionally contain proteins from viruses belonging to the order of Caudovirales, which belong to the bacteriophages, which are not classified as double-stranded DNA viruses, according to the NCBI taxonomy. We excluded from consideration 15 VOGs containing satellite viruses infecting other viruses. 
Distance Trees of VOG Proteins
Expectedly, we found that RNA structure conservation within VOGs decreases with increasing VOG size. Most VOGs (66%) consist of at least three sequences (size distribution shown in Figure 2 ) and can therefore potentially be split into smaller groups containing structures that are not conserved across the entire VOG. We therefore utilized distance trees derived by the neighbor-joining algorithm [41] to identify structurally homogeneous subsets of VOGs (subVOGs). All-against-all pairwise alignments of protein sequences were calculated using Clustal Omega and then converted to the nucleotide alphabet. The distance matrices were derived from pairwise sequence identity values, and the trees were created from the matrices using neighbor joining, as implemented in the BioPerl toolkit [42] . The inner nodes of the sequence trees represent possible subVOG candidates, potentially containing structurally homogenous sequences. Venn diagram showing the taxonomy of the host organisms within all viral orthologous groups (VOGs). Only those VOGs are included for which host annotation for all viruses is available in the Virus-Host DB.
Expectedly, we found that RNA structure conservation within VOGs decreases with increasing VOG size. Most VOGs (66%) consist of at least three sequences (size distribution shown in Figure 2 ) and can therefore potentially be split into smaller groups containing structures that are not conserved across the entire VOG. We therefore utilized distance trees derived by the neighbor-joining algorithm [41] to identify structurally homogeneous subsets of VOGs (subVOGs). All-against-all pairwise alignments of protein sequences were calculated using Clustal Omega and then converted to the nucleotide alphabet. The distance matrices were derived from pairwise sequence identity values, and the trees were created from the matrices using neighbor joining, as implemented in the BioPerl toolkit [42] . The inner nodes of the sequence trees represent possible subVOG candidates, potentially containing structurally homogenous sequences. 
Structure Prediction and subVOG Assignment
In order to assess the amount of structural RNA conservation present in subVOG candidates, multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) of proteins were calculated for each inner node of the distance trees and converted to the nucleotide alphabet. The RefSeq nucleotide and protein sequences were obtained from the VOGDB. We then employed RNALalifold from the ViennaRNA package [29] , with default parameters, to determine the boundaries of locally stable structures within each MSA, and realigned these local regions using mLocARNA [43] . MLocARNA produces structure-guided multiple sequence alignments, using an adapted version of the Sankoff algorithm. The significance and conservation of the found structures was assessed with RNAz [30] . This procedure is simpler and arguably more accurate than the usual approach of applying RNAz to the entire MSA within a sliding window. RNAz classifies fragments of an MSA pre-selected by RNALalifold as containing or not containing a functional RNA secondary structural element. Realignment with mLocARNA significantly increases the precision of RNAz [30] . As no sequence of a potential subVOG can be regarded as a reference sequence, the option "no reference" was used for the subsequent RNAz analysis. The RNAz method uses the RNAfold algorithm from the ViennaRNA package to calculate secondary structures and the corresponding minimum free energy (MFE) for each individual RNA sequence in the alignment. In addition, for each aligned sequence set, RNAz calculates a consensus secondary structure and its MFE using the RNAalifold algorithm. RNAz assumes that conserved and thermodynamically stable structures are functional, in which case it outputs "RNA". Otherwise, it 
In order to assess the amount of structural RNA conservation present in subVOG candidates, multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) of proteins were calculated for each inner node of the distance trees and converted to the nucleotide alphabet. The RefSeq nucleotide and protein sequences were obtained from the VOGDB. We then employed RNALalifold from the ViennaRNA package [29] , with default parameters, to determine the boundaries of locally stable structures within each MSA, and realigned these local regions using mLocARNA [43] . MLocARNA produces structure-guided multiple sequence alignments, using an adapted version of the Sankoff algorithm. The significance and conservation of the found structures was assessed with RNAz [30] . This procedure is simpler and arguably more accurate than the usual approach of applying RNAz to the entire MSA within a sliding window. RNAz classifies fragments of an MSA pre-selected by RNALalifold as containing or not containing a functional RNA secondary structural element. Realignment with mLocARNA significantly increases the precision of RNAz [30] . As no sequence of a potential subVOG can be regarded as a reference sequence, the option "no reference" was used for the subsequent RNAz analysis. The RNAz method uses the RNAfold algorithm from the ViennaRNA package to calculate secondary structures and the corresponding minimum free energy (MFE) for each individual RNA sequence in the alignment. In addition, for each aligned sequence set, RNAz calculates a consensus secondary structure and its MFE using the RNAalifold algorithm. RNAz assumes that conserved and thermodynamically stable structures are functional, in which case it outputs "RNA". Otherwise, it outputs "OTHER". For this purpose, a class probability value, combining all information on an input alignment is calculated. We used a stringent threshold of 0.9 (default 0.5) for the class probability value, which is recommended for finding high confidence structures [30] . Subsequently, the trees were scanned for subtrees containing at least one conserved structural element, that is, predicted to be functional, and the largest subtrees were designated as structurally homogenous subVOGs. We found that sequences that are only distantly related according to the neighbor-joining tree may still share conserved RNA structures. In order to account for structure-level relationships between sequences, we built covariance models for all conserved structures found within subVOGs, using the tool cmbuild from the infernal package [44] , and used them to search against all sequences in the entire VOG database.
mRNA Stability
Following Tuller et al. [45] and Faure et al. [46] , we employed RNAfold to calculate the folding energy of the most and the least stable 30-nucleotide segment of mRNAs (∆Gmin and ∆Gmax, respectively), as well as the average folding energy of all possible 30 nucleotide segments (∆Gmean). Faure et al. investigated the effect of mRNA stability on the translation rate and protein folding. During translation, the ribosome sequentially unfolds parts of the mRNA. These parts are typically 30 nucleotides long, which explains the choice of segment length in Faure et al. As this procedure does not take into account the actual boundaries of local structures, but rather limits all structures to the size of 30 nucleotides, we additionally calculated the three energy values for all local optimal structures found with RNALfold.
mRNA Structures and Protein Function
We investigated the relationship between protein function, described in terms of gene ontology (GO) annotation [47] , and mRNA structures. Instead of using the global folding energy for classifying mRNAs as highly or lowly structured [48] , we considered structural coverage-the portion of an mRNA covered by functional and conserved structures. GO terms for all VOG proteins were downloaded using QuickGO [49] , where available. Based on the Evidence & Conclusion Ontology (ECO) evidence codes [50] , two separate datasets were created: (i) Proteins annotated by manually or experimentally derived GO terms (ECO evidence codes: ECO:0000352, ECO:0000269), and (ii) proteins annotated by GO terms with any evidence codes. To find out whether mRNAs of proteins with certain functions tend to harbor more or fewer structures, we pooled together functionally similar GO terms with the average structural coverage of their corresponding mRNAs, using Revigo [51] . Revigo uses a semantic similarity measure to group similar GO terms together, which results in a concise list of distinct functions. To perform this analysis, we calculated the average structural coverage of all subVOG mRNAs with available GO annotation. For the experimental dataset we allowed a coverage value to be associated with a GO term if more than 50% of the sequences in a particular subVOG were annotated with this term. Within the dataset based on all evidence codes, we only allowed GO terms shared by all sequences of a subVOG. We only used mRNAs that were clustered into a subVOG. For sequences that were not part of any subVOG, we did not find conserved structures, although this does not necessarily mean that the mRNA did not contain functional structures. The distributions of standard deviations of the structural coverage values were compared within the actual and randomly generated Revigo clusters. Randomization was performed 1000 times by preserving the size of the clusters and filling them with randomly chosen GO terms.
Results

Overview of the Study
A graphical overview of the study is given in Figure 3 . In a first step, we created distance trees for all protein sequences contained in each VOG, using the neighbor joining method, as described in Materials and Methods. All sequences of the inner nodes of each tree, representing potential subVOGs, were multiply aligned, converted to the nucleotide alphabet and processed with RNALalifold to obtain all potentially conserved local optimal structures. Each part of the alignment covering a potential Viruses 2019, 11, 401 6 of 22 structure was then realigned with the structure-guided alignment method mLocARNA and checked for functionality using RNAz. The use of structure-guided alignments as input for RNAz improves the performance, compared to pure sequence-based alignments [30] . The tree nodes containing the most sequences that yielded conserved structures were taken as final subVOGs. For all obtained subVOG structures, we computed covariance models that could be used to search for similar structures in future research.
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RNALalifold to obtain all potentially conserved local optimal structures. Each part of the alignment covering a potential structure was then realigned with the structure-guided alignment method mLocARNA and checked for functionality using RNAz. The use of structure-guided alignments as input for RNAz improves the performance, compared to pure sequence-based alignments [30] . The tree nodes containing the most sequences that yielded conserved structures were taken as final subVOGs. For all obtained subVOG structures, we computed covariance models that could be used to search for similar structures in future research. 
Structure Conservation in VOGs
The current release of the VOG database, derived from the RefSeq release 77, contains 21,200 VOGs, composed of 251,796 proteins from 6252 phages and eukaryotic viruses ( Figure S1 ). Protein sequences in each VOG were aligned by Clustal Omega, converted to the nucleotide alphabet, and used as input for RNA structure prediction by RNALalifold. As seen in Figure 4 , the number of local optimal structures conserved within entire VOGs decreases quickly with the number of aligned sequences, which may in part be the consequence of poor multiple alignment quality in large sets of sequences. Indeed, we found that proteins in smaller VOGs tend to be more closely related ( Figure  S2 ). To exclude structures found due to sequence conservation only, the potential functionality of structures was verified with RNAz. However, even those VOGs that only consist of a few sequences do not always contain conserved structures. There are 7232 VOGs with exactly two sequences, and for 1237 of these, we could not find any conserved structures. The remaining 5995 VOGs of size two had an average structural coverage of approximately 25% (Figure 5a) . Out of the 13,968 VOGs with more than two sequences, 7238 VOGs were predicted to contain RNA structures conserved across the entire VOG, with an average structural coverage of approximately 18% (Figure 5b ). These contain between 3 and 96 sequences, with an average of 6. On average, VOGs contain sequences from three different genera, mostly belonging to the same taxonomic family and thus also to the same order (Figure 6a-c) . The 25 most diverse VOGs contain sequences from three different orders and up to 19 taxonomic families. On average, a VOG contains mRNAs from viruses that infect hosts from four different genera, belonging to three different taxonomic families and two orders. The VOG with the highest host diversity corresponds to 209 different host genera from 114 families and 64 orders. 
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Structure Conservation in subVOGs
We attempted to subdivide 6730 VOGs with more than two sequences and without conserved structures into structurally homogeneous subsets, which we call subVOGs, using phylogenetic trees derived by the neighbor-joining method. This procedure resulted in 17,678 subVOGs with an average structural coverage of approximately 13% (Figure 5c ). The average number of genera per subVOG is 2 and the most diverse of them contains sequences from three orders and 14 families. A subVOG contains on average sequences that infect two different host genera, and the most diverse subVOG infects hosts of 42 different genera, belonging to 33 families and 20 different orders (Figure 7a-c) . Thus, unsurprisingly, subVOGs, which constitute subsets of full VOGs with increased structural homogeneity, exhibit a reduced taxonomic spread, both of the viruses they contain and their hosts. A large fraction of subVOGs (63%) contains sequences from more than one genus and 21% contain sequences from more than one family. The structural coverage of subVOGs, i.e., the fraction of alignment positions that are located within conserved RNA structures, decreases with increasing taxonomic diversity of the viruses and their hosts (Figure 8 ). An example that demonstrates the reduction of taxonomic spread between a VOG and its corresponding subVOGs is given in Figure 9 . Here, the VOG 00052, which contains 20 proteins from 12 different virus species belonging to 4 different taxonomic families, was split into four structurally homogenous subVOGs. Two of the four subVOGs consist of mRNAs belonging to the genus Avipoxvirus from the family Poxviridae, the third subVOG contains sequences from the family Mimiviridae, and the fourth subVOG consists of two mRNAs belonging to viruses from two different taxonomic families, the Ascoviridae and the Figure 6 . Taxonomic distribution of proteins in VOGs (with more than two sequences) and subVOGs.
We attempted to subdivide 6730 VOGs with more than two sequences and without conserved structures into structurally homogeneous subsets, which we call subVOGs, using phylogenetic trees derived by the neighbor-joining method. This procedure resulted in 17,678 subVOGs with an average structural coverage of approximately 13% (Figure 5c ). The average number of genera per subVOG is 2 and the most diverse of them contains sequences from three orders and 14 families. A subVOG contains on average sequences that infect two different host genera, and the most diverse subVOG infects hosts of 42 different genera, belonging to 33 families and 20 different orders (Figure 7a-c) . Thus, unsurprisingly, subVOGs, which constitute subsets of full VOGs with increased structural homogeneity, exhibit a reduced taxonomic spread, both of the viruses they contain and their hosts. A large fraction of subVOGs (63%) contains sequences from more than one genus and 21% contain sequences from more than one family. The structural coverage of subVOGs, i.e., the fraction of alignment positions that are located within conserved RNA structures, decreases with increasing taxonomic diversity of the viruses and their hosts (Figure 8 ). An example that demonstrates the reduction of taxonomic spread between a VOG and its corresponding subVOGs is given in Figure 9 . Here, the VOG 00052, which contains 20 proteins from 12 different virus species belonging to 4 different taxonomic families, was split into four structurally homogenous subVOGs. Two of the four subVOGs consist of mRNAs belonging to the genus Avipoxvirus from the family Poxviridae, the third subVOG contains sequences from the family Mimiviridae, and the fourth subVOG consists of two mRNAs belonging to viruses from two different taxonomic families, the Ascoviridae and the Iridoviridae. For two mRNAs, we could not find structures conserved in any of the other VOG members and they are therefore not part of any subVOG.
Iridoviridae. For two mRNAs, we could not find structures conserved in any of the other VOG members and they are therefore not part of any subVOG. Iridoviridae. For two mRNAs, we could not find structures conserved in any of the other VOG members and they are therefore not part of any subVOG. As an example, Figure 10 shows the subVOG 1 of VOG11160, which contains two mRNAs encoding the matrix protein 1 from the Influenza A virus (H3N2) and the Influenza B virus. There are three RNA structural motifs described in the literature for the Influenza A mRNA. Nucleotides 105 to 192 form either a multibranch structure, according to Moss et al. [23] and Jiang et al. [52] , or a double hairpin structure, proposed by Jiang et al. [52] . Two consecutive stem-loop structures are formed from position 682 to 744, according to Moss et al. [23] . Despite the sequences' dissimilarity between Influenza A and B, both motifs are partly conserved, according to our RNAz analysis of the corresponding subVOG ( Figure 10 ). Our analysis supports the second hairpin loop from the double hairpin structure, described by Jiang et al. (Figure 10a-c) . From the second motif, proposed by Moss et al., we also found that the second hairpin structure was partly conserved (Figure 10d-e) . The consensus structure of the first motif has a high structure conservation index (SCI) of 0.78, although the part of the alignment covering the structure has a low pairwise identity of 29%. The second motif has an SCI of 0.58 and a pairwise identity of 32%. Our analysis also revealed three further conserved stem-loop structures-position 346 to 369, 438 to 483, and 654 to 674, with SCIs and mPIDs of 0.81 and 29%, 0.66 and 48%, and 0.65 and 33%, respectively.
A recent study of secondary structures in alphaviruses by Kutchko et al. revealed that Sindbis virus mRNAs harbor many functional structures, but they are poorly conserved in the closely related Figure 9 . Example of a VOG split into structurally homogenous subVOGs. Shown is the VOG 00052 containing 20 mRNAs, encoding for Kila-N domain proteins, from 12 virus species. On the left, the neighbor-joining tree based on the pairwise sequence identity between the protein sequences is shown. Colored boxes indicate subVOGs, within which conserved structures were predicted. The tree nodes outside colored boxes did not yield any conserved structures. On the right, the structure conservation index (SCI) (black line for each subVOG alignment) is plotted against the alignment position on the percentage scale. Plots are ordered according to the subVOG position in the tree.
As an example, Figure 10 shows the subVOG 1 of VOG11160, which contains two mRNAs encoding the matrix protein 1 from the Influenza A virus (H3N2) and the Influenza B virus. There are three RNA structural motifs described in the literature for the Influenza A mRNA. Nucleotides 105 to 192 form either a multibranch structure, according to Moss et al. [23] and Jiang et al. [52] , or a double hairpin structure, proposed by Jiang et al. [52] . Two consecutive stem-loop structures are formed from position 682 to 744, according to Moss et al. [23] . Despite the sequences' dissimilarity between Influenza A and B, both motifs are partly conserved, according to our RNAz analysis of the corresponding subVOG ( Figure 10 ). Our analysis supports the second hairpin loop from the double hairpin structure, described by Jiang et al. (Figure 10a-c) . From the second motif, proposed by Moss et al., we also found that the second hairpin structure was partly conserved (Figure 10d-e) . The consensus structure of the first motif has a high structure conservation index (SCI) of 0.78, although the part of the alignment covering the structure has a low pairwise identity of 29%. The second motif has an SCI of 0.58 and a pairwise identity of 32%. Our analysis also revealed three further conserved stem-loop structures-position 346 to 369, 438 to 483, and 654 to 674, with SCIs and mPIDs of 0.81 and 29%, 0.66 and 48%, and 0.65 and 33%, respectively.
A recent study of secondary structures in alphaviruses by Kutchko et al. revealed that Sindbis virus mRNAs harbor many functional structures, but they are poorly conserved in the closely related Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus [53] . The corresponding subVOG containing mRNAs coding for the non-structural protein 1 includes orthologous mRNAs from 12 further alphaviruses. We identified three short structures that are conserved in all of the contained species and overlap with the functional structures described by Kutchko et al., while all other structures reported by Kutchko et al. are indeed poorly conserved in further Alphavirus species.
An example of a subVOG in which structures are conserved across mRNAs from different taxonomic families is given in Figure 11 . Shown is a subVOG containing proteins from two mosaic viruses (Maracuja mosaic virus, Tobacco mosaic virus), the Bell pepper mottle virus, and the Odontoglossum ringspot virus (Figure 11a,b) . The proteins are classified as replicases and RNA polymerases. The subVOG contains overall 15 locally conserved structured regions. Figure 11 shows the region covering alignment positions 4766 to 4815. The alignment covering this structure has an mPID of 72% and the structures are conserved with an SCI of 0.9.
Overall, we subdivided 21,200 VOGs containing, on average, 11 proteins (233,380 in total) into a total of 42,293 subVOGs, containing, on average, five mRNAs (201,708 in total) and three structured regions (147,087 in total). The VOGs with more than two sequences that had to be split up contain, on average, four subVOGs. Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus [53] . The corresponding subVOG containing mRNAs coding for the non-structural protein 1 includes orthologous mRNAs from 12 further alphaviruses. We identified three short structures that are conserved in all of the contained species and overlap with the functional structures described by Kutchko et al., while all other structures reported by Kutchko et al. are indeed poorly conserved in further Alphavirus species. An example of a subVOG in which structures are conserved across mRNAs from different taxonomic families is given in Figure 11 . Shown is a subVOG containing proteins from two mosaic viruses (Maracuja mosaic virus, Tobacco mosaic virus), the Bell pepper mottle virus, and the Odontoglossum ringspot virus (Figure 11a,b) . The proteins are classified as replicases and RNA polymerases. The subVOG contains overall 15 locally conserved structured regions. Figure 11 shows the region covering alignment positions 4766 to 4815. The alignment covering this structure has an mPID of 72% and the structures are conserved with an SCI of 0.9.
Overall, we subdivided 21,200 VOGs containing, on average, 11 proteins (233,380 in total) into a total of 42,293 subVOGs, containing, on average, five mRNAs (201,708 in total) and three structured regions (147,087 in total). The VOGs with more than two sequences that had to be split up contain, on average, four subVOGs. 
subVOG Covariance Models
We built covariance models for all structures found within subVOGs and, using cmsearch, found that in many cases, structures are conserved between different subVOGs and even between different VOGs. In most cases, this was due to a shared sequence domain. For example, the subVOG 64 from VOG00003 harbors four mRNA sequences from different nucleopolyhedroviruses, belonging to the family Baculoviridae. This subVOG was predicted to contain four conserved structures. One of these structures is a highly conserved stem-loop structure (Figure 11c ). This structure can also be found in an mRNA of Heliothis virescens ascovirus 3e, belonging to the family Ascoviridae, which is part of VOG01276 (Figure 11d ). The two structures are highly conserved with an SCI close to 1, although they are part of different VOGs and belong to mRNAs of different virus families. The alignment of the corresponding proteins revealed that these sequences share a common domain, but the sequence similarity is below the inclusion threshold of the VOG pipeline ( Figure S3 ).
mRNA Stability and Length
It was shown for a number of eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms that longer mRNAs exhibit more stable RNA structures, which allows for more efficient control of co-translational protein folding [45, 46] . In our dataset of viral mRNA sequences, we also found a correlation between the free energy of the most stable 30-nucleotide segment of an mRNA (Gmin) and mRNA length (Pearson correlation coefficient −0.27; from here on referred to as Pearson's r), but no correlation between the 
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mRNA Stability and Length
It was shown for a number of eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms that longer mRNAs exhibit more stable RNA structures, which allows for more efficient control of co-translational protein folding [45, 46] . In our dataset of viral mRNA sequences, we also found a correlation between the free energy of the most stable 30-nucleotide segment of an mRNA (∆Gmin) and mRNA length (Pearson correlation coefficient −0.27; from here on referred to as Pearson's r), but no correlation between the average energy of all possible 30-nucleotide windows (∆Gmean) and mRNA length (Table 1, Figure 12a ). We additionally calculated the free energy of the most and least stable local optimal segment found by RNALalifold as well as the mean energy of all found RNALalifold segments, and obtained Pearson's r values of −0.25, −0.07, and 0.29 respectively. The Pearson's r of folding energy and GC content lies between −0.5 for ∆Gmax and −0.94 for ∆Gmean (Table 1, Figure 12b ). The number of bases that are within functional structures is positively correlated with the alignment length of subVOGS (Pearson's r 0.40, p-value < 2.2 −16 ), while this correlation becomes negative when considering the percentage of bases within structures (structural coverage) instead of the absolute value (Pearson's r −0.27, p-value < 2.2 −16 ) (Figure 13) . In other words, longer mRNAs harbor more or longer structured regions, but at the same time, the percentage of positions in functional structures decreases with increasing length. The only explanation for this effect that we can think of is that there is a certain number of structured elements needed for regulatory functions, which is largely independent of the mRNA length. As expected (see Figure 8) , there is a weak but significant negative correlation (Pearson's r −0.23, p-value < 2.2 −16 ) between structural coverage and the number of sequences in the MSA, with more taxonomically diverse alignments containing fewer conserved structures. Table 1 . Pearson correlation between alignment length or GC-content and the minimum (∆Gmin), maximum (∆Gmax), or mean (∆Gmean) folding energy of either all possible 30-nucleotide long-sequence windows or all local optimal structures found with RNALfold, of all mRNAs in our data set. P-values are given in parentheses. Figure 13 . MRNA structure as a function of length. The graph shows the dependence of (a) the number of nucleotides within structures predicted to be functional, and (b) the structural coverage of the mRNAs in %, from the total length of mRNAs. Each point corresponds to one subVOG. Figure 13 . MRNA structure as a function of length. The graph shows the dependence of (a) the number of nucleotides within structures predicted to be functional, and (b) the structural coverage of the mRNAs in %, from the total length of mRNAs. Each point corresponds to one subVOG.
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mRNA Structures and Protein Function
We analyzed the relationship between protein function and mRNA structure in viral subVOGs by comparing RNA structural coverage with gene ontology (GO) annotation. Using the QuickGO database, we identified a total of 814 VOG proteins that are manually or experimentally annotated (according to ECO evidence codes, as described in Materials and Methods) with GO terms, of which 727 are part of a subVOG, and thus harbor conserved structures according to our analysis. (For the sake of completeness, we also performed the same analysis for all GO annotated proteins, without regard for the annotation evidence codes, see Table S2 ). For each individual GO term, we only considered the structural coverage of mRNA sequences if that term was assigned to more than 50% of the proteins in a given subVOG. This resulted in 106 GO terms from the biological process sub-ontology and 17 terms from the molecular function sub-ontology. Note that no GO terms from the cellular component sub-ontology satisfied the criteria explained above.
Using Revigo, we derived 70 functionally similar groups of GO terms, with 57 belonging to the biological process ontology and 13 to the function sub-ontology (Table S1 ). The resulting GO term groups were subdivided into three categories, according to the average structural coverage of the corresponding subVOGs: Low structural coverage (up to 10%), medium structural coverage (up to 20%), and high structural coverage (more than 20%). We found that the standard deviation of the structural coverage values within the Revigo clusters was significantly smaller (Wilcoxon test p-value 1.068 −10 ), compared to randomized clusters (Figure 14) . In other words, our findings suggest that mRNAs encoding the proteins with coherent functions tend to exhibit a similar structural coverage.
These findings are in line with the previous study by Vandivier et al. who found that transcripts in Arabidopsis thaliana with similar levels of secondary structure in their untranslated and coding regions tend to encode functionally similar proteins [48] . Likewise, Wang et al. also identified GO terms associated with highly or lowly folded mRNAs in yeast [55] . Four of the GO terms associated with highly structured mRNAs, according to Wang et al. (regulation of translation, posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression, regulation of cellular protein metabolic process, and cellular nitrogen compound biosynthetic process), correspond to highly structured viral mRNAs in our data. At the same time, none of the GO terms corresponding to lowly structured yeast mRNAs according to Wang et al. were enriched in our results. On the other hand, Fan Li et al. found that Arabidopsis thaliana mRNAs related to "regulation of transcription" were structurally unstable [56] , while we found that mRNAs encoding the proteins related to "viral transcription" do harbor conserved RNA structures. We also found virus-specific trends not previously observed for cellular proteins, such as the high structure of viral mRNAs coding for proteins that regulate replication and transcription, suppression by viruses of host translation, or modulation by viruses of host process (Table S1 ). It has been reported that mRNA folding strength influences the efficiency of gene expression and that mRNAs encoding abundant proteins generally tend to be more structured [57] . In the future, once RNA-seq data for a sufficient number of viral genes becomes available, it will be interesting to investigate whether functional coherence between mRNAs with similar structural coverage is, at least in part, caused by similar expression levels. 
subVOG Online Resource
Structurally homogenous subVOGs can be accessed online (http://rnasiv.bio.wzw.tum.de) through two entry points: "Browse by VOG" and "Browse by taxonomy". The first option is a list of all VOGs, together with the consensus description of their constituent proteins. The list can be filtered with a keyword search and links to the corresponding subVOGs of each VOG are provided. The second option is an expandable taxonomic tree, based on the NCBI taxonomy [58] , which allows 
Structurally homogenous subVOGs can be accessed online (http://rnasiv.bio.wzw.tum.de) through two entry points: "Browse by VOG" and "Browse by taxonomy". The first option is a list of all VOGs, together with the consensus description of their constituent proteins. The list can be filtered with a keyword search and links to the corresponding subVOGs of each VOG are provided. The second option is an expandable taxonomic tree, based on the NCBI taxonomy [58] , which allows navigation to the viral species of interest. For each species, mRNA sequences are provided, if available, interlinked to the corresponding subVOGs. Tree nodes containing only mRNAs that are not part of any subVOG are colored grey. Each subVOG contains at least two sequences that share at least one structural element predicted to be functional. If a species of interest is not contained in the subVOG database, the taxonomy tree makes it possible to find the taxonomically closest species. Web pages describing individual subVOGs contain four parts:
(i) General information, i.e., number of mRNAs in the subVOG, the number of proteins and species in the parent VOG, as well as a consensus functional description; (ii) Information on conserved structures among the subVOG sequences. A plot outlining the SCI for each column of the subVOG MSA gives a brief overview over the structure of the subVOG members. Also provided is a table that shows a list of all structures found, including the corresponding values of SCI, mPID, and the GC content. The consensus structure can also be visualized by Forna, and a covariance model is provided, which can be used to search for similar structures. Additionally, the RNAz results for each individual structured region can be accessed, including structure visualization, dot plots, and the local structure-guided alignments; (iii) The global MSA for the subVOG sequences. Alignment columns colored in blue correspond to the structured regions described in the previous section. The alignment is visualized with the javascript library MSAviewer [59] , which is based on Jalview [60] ; (iv) The list of subVOG members, including protein names, descriptions, and taxonomy. For each protein, a link to the RefSEQ entry is provided, as well as the amino acid and nucleotide sequences. The leftmost column of the list contains a checkbox for each subVOG member, which can be used to build a subset of members and analyze the RNA structures shared by these.
Discussion
In this work we set out to create a possibly complete census of conserved RNA secondary structures in the coding regions of viruses and to shed light on their biological role. Using sequence comparison and structure prediction methods, we derived structurally homogenous groups of viral mRNAs from subsets of viral orthologous groups (VOGs), which we call subVOGs. We identified a total of 147,087 conserved structures in 42,293 subVOGs, which we make accessible through our database RNASIV (RNA Structures in Viruses). On average, subVOGs contain three structured regions and their structural homogeneity decreases with increasing taxonomic diversity of the viruses and their hosts. We found that 63% of all subVOGs contain mRNAs from at least two genera and 21% from more than one taxonomic family. In line with the previous studies on cellular organisms, we confirm that, in viruses, longer mRNAs tend to contain more stable structures. However, the number of structures grows only slowly with length, which implies that there is a certain minimum amount of structures required to maintain regulatory functions and control protein folding. MRNAs annotated with similar GO terms tend to have a similar structural coverage, hinting at possible commonalities in the regulatory mechanisms of functionally related proteins. It is hoped that RNASIV will be a useful resource for exploring the structure-function relationships in viral mRNAs. 
